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Setting
Clash Investment takes place in the medieval ages of 467 AD, where evil lurks in every corner.
There is a kingdom named Kingsabum, and their sole purpose is to create an economy to fuel
the world. Rocks and mountains block most of your view of the outside world as you live in
Death Valley. The name sounds scary but what’s even more frightening are the evil fiddleplaying monsters that hide within.

Story
Many years ago the great king, William Kingsabum III was robbed of all his riches by angry
fiddle-playing monsters and could not afford his castle anymore. The bank now has
repossessed the kingdom, and the bankers are auctioning it off the highest bidder!
You are one of four knights that fight their way through monsters to gain resources to sell to
the bank. You must venture out far and wide to collect as much as you can for you only have
10 days before they sell the kingdom to the fiddle-playing monsters!

Main Objective
In Clash Investment, players are supposed to collect the most gold. Gold is accumulated by
exploring the map to collect resources, conquering enemy encounters, or stealing resources
from other players and then depositing your gathered resources in the bank for the
corresponding gold value. Try to impede other players while reaping the rewards across the
board.
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❖ 60 Resource Cards
➢ 15 of each resource Card
❖ 50 Mystery Cards
➢ 25 Monster Cards
➢ 10 Merchant Cards
➢ 5 Goldapults Cards
➢ 5 Monster Placement Cards
➢ 5 Treasure Chest Cards
❖ 30 Item Cards
➢ 3 of each card
❖ 4 Character Pieces
❖ 4 6-sided Dice
❖ 1 Game Board
❖ 80 Enemy Tokens
❖ Rule book
❖ Notepad

Game Setup
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Place the Board on the table.
Designate a scorekeeper.
Choose your player piece.
Place your player piece on one of the starting spaces in the Green Zone.
Place monster tokens on each resource node.
Players begin with 3 resource cards (2 x “1”, 1 x “2”).
Shuffle each deck of cards.
Put all 3 decks around the board.
a. Draw 5 item cards and place them face-up near the board.
9. Players roll dice to see who goes first (highest number goes first)
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Turn Sequence
❖ Monster Placement
❖ Item Usage
❖ Movement
➢ Combat during movement
❖ Combat
❖ Collection
➢ Mystery Spaces
❖ Store
❖ Trade

Monster Placement
❖ Players begin their turn by placing or moving a monster token on the game board. In a
two player match only, the player may place or move two monsters at the beginning of
their turn.
➢ Place a monster token anywhere on the board.
■ The monster’s strength is determined by the region it is placed in (See
General Rules).
➢ Move a monster token anywhere on the board.
■ The monster’s strength is determined by the region it is placed in (See
General Rules).
■ Monster tokens on resource spaces cannot be moved.
➢ Monster tokens cannot be placed in the Bank.
➢ Only one monster token can be in each hex. A monster token cannot be placed in
a hex already containing a monster.
➢ Monster tokens cannot be placed in spaces containing a player character.
➢ Monster tokens cannot be placed in mystery spaces.
Item Usage
❖ If players have item cards they can play these cards at this time.
o Item cards last for the turn they are played.
o Item effects stack on top of each other.
▪ Ex. A boots card stacks on top of a sword card.
Movement
❖ Players can move up to 3 spaces on the game board each turn.
➢ Players move 1 space at a time.
➢ Moving through a space occupied by a monster token ends your move.
■ Resolve combat with the monster, with the player on your left rolling the
monster’s dice (See Combat Below).
■ After combat, all movement is halted.
➢ Once the player has moved 3 spaces or completed combat, their move is over.
■ Players may end their move early if they so choose.
➢ Players can stay stationary.
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Combat
❖ Combat is initiated with a monster.
➢ The player will use their resource cards to attack the monster.
■ Choose one resource card for the combat.
■ The number on the card (1 - 4) indicates how many dice the player rolls.
● Once you use that card, it gets shuffled back into the deck.
➢ The player to your left will roll for the monster’s attack.
■ Monsters are encountered in zones of increasing strength (See General
Rules).
➢ The character with the highest total after adding wins the combat.
■ If both characters roll the same totals, the player wins the combat with a
monster.
➢ If the player wins the combat, he gains resources.
■ Draw a number of cards from the resource deck equal to the monster’s
strength.
➢ If the player loses the combat, he discards all of his held resources.
❖ Combat between two players is similar.
➢ Both players choose a resource card to determine how many dice they each roll.
➢ The player who wins the combat steals the loser’s highest value resource card.
➢ Combat cannot be initiated with another player by moving through their space;
you must end your move on them.
➢ If a draw happens between players, they will continue to roll their dice without
costing another card until one player wins.
Collect
❖ There are a number of resource nodes around the game board (Blue Hexes).
➢ Each resource node is guarded by a monster.
➢ Players can end their move on these hexes to try to fight for that resource.
➢ Collecting this resource grants an additional resource card after winning the
combat.
■ The strength of monsters on resource nodes is determined as normal
(See General Rules).
■ Players gain an additional resource card from winning a combat on this
hex.
● This extra card can only be claimed once per round.
● Once this resource is claimed in a turn, flip the monster token to
the gray side to indicate it is unavailable until the next round. Flip
all monster tokens on resource nodes back to the red side at the
beginning of each round.
Mystery Spaces
❖ There are Mystery nodes located around the game board (Marked with a ‘?’).
➢ When a player ends their move on this hex, they draw a card from the mystery
deck.
➢ This card can have one of three outcomes.
■ Monster
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● Begin a combat with a monster of a strength equal to the zone.
Resource
● Draw a number of resource cards equal to the zone strength.
■ Trap
● Place a number of monster tokens equal to the zone strength on
any available space on the game board.
➢ These hexes were added to allow players a chance to come back from a
crippling loss.
■

Store
❖ Whenever the player moves back to The Bank, they may store their resources as gold.
➢ The player can store as many or as few resources from their hand as they wish,

but they must keep at least 1 resource card in their hand when doing this.
■ The resource cards turn into gold when you store them.
• Add gold to the player’s score equal to the total sum of resources
stored.
o For example, if you store a ‘3’ and a ‘2’, you gain 5 gold to
your score.
● Gold is the key to winning the game.
● Banked resources are shuffled back into the deck.
■ Once a player stores resources, the scorekeeper must note down their
new score on a notepad.
➢ Try to balance how many resources you bank and how many you carry for use
in combat.

Trading
❖ Players may trade resources for items at The Bank.
➢ While at the bank, a player may pay resources to purchase a face-up item.
➢ When an item is purchased in this way, discard the resources used to purchase
the item.
■ You must have at least 1 resource card left in your hand after you
purchase an item.
■ You may not trade on your first turn of the game.
■ Do not add these resources to the gold count as if they had banked them.
■ Draw another item card and place it face-up to replace the one that was
purchased.
■ There should be 5 face-up item cards at all times.
➢ After an item is purchased, the player’s turn is over.
➢ Items may not be sold back to the bank
❖ The player can trade with other players.
➢ Players may only trade with each other when they are in adjacent hexes on the
game board.
➢ The player may ask for a trade after his movement has ended.
■ The involved players may haggle over price.
■ After the trade has ended, the player’s turn is over.
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General Rules
❖ If the game reaches 10 turns and 2 or more players are tied in gold, the player with the

❖

❖
❖

❖

most resources in his hand wins.
➢ If there is another tie in this tiebreaker, the involved players immediately fight
in combat using their highest value resource card, regardless of their position
on the game board. The winner of this combat wins the game.
Monsters derive their strength from their location on the game board.
➢ Green Zone
■ The Bank
● No Monsters may be placed or encountered here.
➢ Yellow Zone
■ Monsters in this zone roll 1 base die in combat.
➢ Orange Zone
■ Monsters in this zone roll 2 base dice in combat.
➢ Red Zone
■ Monsters in this zone roll 3 base dice in combat.
➢ Purple Zone
■ Monsters in this zone roll 4 base dice in combat.
The game must be played by at least 2 players, but the recommended amount is 4.
If a player loses all of their resources, they move to the Green Zone and may draw 1
card from the resource deck at the start of their next turn.
➢ Players cannot be attacked by other players while they have no resource cards.
Defeating monsters encountered from Mystery cards still grants resources equal to the
monster’s strength.

Estimated Game Time
2 Players - 30 Minutes
3 Players - 45 Minutes
4 Players - 1 Hour
*Time varies for experienced players

End Game Conditions
❖ The game ends after 10 rounds. The player who has the most gold in the bank wins. See

General Rules for tiebreakers.

❖ 40 gold is banked by one player before the turn limit.
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Are the monster and fiddling playing monster the same?
Yes, Monsters are fiddling playing monsters.
When I lose against a monster, do I lose my item cards?
No, the item cards stay in your hand till you use them.
Can I use my item cards more than once?
Item cards are one-time use.
Can I withdraw money/resource cards out of the bank?
No, when you deposit it in the bank your resource cards get shuffled back into the pile. Try not to
place all of your good cards in the bank if you think you’ll need them.
Can I use more than one resource card at a time?
No, you can only use one per combat.
Is there a spot on the map where I won’t do anything?
Yes, empty hexes that contain no monster tokens, mystery spaces, or resource nodes have no
interaction.
When can I use my item cards?
Item cards are used during the phase of a turn that is written on them. Items that don’t match a
phase, such as Travelling Merchant or Banana, can be played at the end of your turn. You must
declare when you are using an item.
If I start my turn on a monster token, do I immediately enter combat?
No, you only enter combat with a monster when you move through it during your turn or end
your turn on that monster’s space. If you choose not to move while standing on top of a monster
token, you enter combat as normal.
If I use the teleport flask and swap with a player on a resource or mystery space do I
use that space before moving?
No, activating a resource or mystery space must be done through movement.

Design Team
★ Jonathan Parrott: Lead Artist
★ Chelsey Platter: Lead Tester
★ Ryan Stocker: Lead Mechanics Designer
★ Joshua Wehking: Producer
★ Garrett Whitefoot: Lead Story Writer and Editor
Special thanks to roll20.com, Google Drawings, clipart.com, large amounts of Mountain Dew,
coffee, and all the angry fiddle players around the world who stormed the UN building.
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Print each page as needed
Resource Cards
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